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ABOUT US:  

 

M. M. RUBBER COMPANY LIMITED ("the Company") was incorporated on 18-08-1964 

under the provision of Companies Act 1956. The Registered Office is situated at “Empire 

Infantry”, 29 Infantry Road, Bangalore 560 001 with its Marketing Office at “Janpriya 

Crest” ,113, Pantheon Road, Chennai-600008. The Equity shares of the Company are 

listed on Bombay stock Exchange Limited. The Company is engaged in the business of 

manufacturing and selling of mattresses, cushions and pillows latex rubber foam 

products under the brand name “MM FOAM” which has become synonymous with “latex 

foam” in India. MM Foam is the largest producer and seller of latex foam rubber 

mattresses in India. 

 

PLANT:  

 

The factory situated in Chennai and Ranipet is equipped with modern machinery. 

 

QUALITY:  

 

The company has got fully equipped lab with testing facilities as per Bureau of Indian 

Standards IS:1741-1960. The products from the raw materials to the finished goods stage 

undergo regular testing for its quality. All the ingredients used for production are 

completely tested in the well-equipped lab.  

 

Destructive tests for flexing, ageing, compression, metallic impurities as per BIS 

standards are conducted on samples drawn from batches. The final product is graded on 

the basis of indentation hardness tests as per BIS specification for Firm, Medium, Soft etc. 

Product up-gradation is being carried out by the R&D on a regular basis. 

 

http://www.mmfoam.in/


CUSTOMERS:  

 

The Company has more than three generations of highly satisfied customers spread 

across India, in various segments, such as hotels including Taj group of hotels, the Oberoi 

group and ITDC-Ashoka group of hotels, hospitals like Apollo Hospital, Kovai Medical 

Centre, MIOT Hospitals, Escorts Heart Hospital etc., guest houses of IIT, RBI, United India 

Insurance etc., transport corporations, railways and furniture manufacturers.  

 

 

 


